FREE PROJECT IDEAS BY HOBBY LOBBY®
book covers

SUPPLIES
Books (various sizes)
TPS Scrapbook Paper
Rub-Ons • Chipboard Tag
2 Label Holders • 1 Large Eyelet
Ribbon • Cotton Webbing • Ball Chain

Remember making covers for all your books in grade school? Well, using that same technique, you can cover a variety of books and stack them sky high! Metal label holders adhered to the book covers keep track of all those subjects. Tie on punchy red webbing for that classic book strap look and add a petite book tag that’s just too cute for school!

scrapbook page

SUPPLIES
• Books (various sizes)
• TPS Scrapbook Paper
• Rub-Ons • Chipboard Tag
• 2 Label Holders • 1 Large Eyelet
• Ribbon • Cotton Webbing • Ball Chain

Show off your A+ student on this first-class scrapbook layout. Simply apply scrapbook papers to cardstock as pictured. Frame cork paper with alphabet rub-ons, brads and charming labels made by hand using a variety of journaling fonts and ready-to-go stickers. This faux frame is made out of ribbon secured only with brads so you can easily change the picture throughout the school year. School’s in session!

tin pail

SUPPLIES
• Tin Pail
• TPS Scrapbook Paper
• Chipboard Letters • Assorted Ribbons
• Small Eyelet • Punched Circle Tag • Ball Chain

With some scrapbook paper, chipboard letters, and stash of ribbons, turn an inexpensive tin pail into stylish storage for all those school supplies.

tag

SUPPLIES
• TPS Scrapbook Paper
• Chipboard Tag
• Large Eyelet
• Rub-On Letters
• Ribbon • Ball Chain

Tag...you’re it! This adorable little tag adds that perfect touch to your newly covered stack of books and it’s so simple to make. To begin, cover your chipboard tag with paper. Wrap ribbon around the tag and add rub-on letters. Finish it off with a large eyelet and attach with a ball chain. That’s it...class dismissed!
tags

SUPPLIES
Assorted Tags
Large Chipboard Letter
Embroidery Thread
Rub-Ons • Acrylic Stamps
Ribbon • Acrylic Paint

Create little keepsakes or just write a note with these cute one-of-a-kind tags. Add a chipboard letter, rub-ons, or even stitch your favorite grade with a sewing machine... the miniature craft versions work perfectly. Whatever you choose, it's sure to get an A!

glass jars

SUPPLIES
3 Glass Jars (various sizes)
TPS Scrapbook Paper
Chipboard Letters
2 Label Holders
Ribbon • Stretch Cord

Practical and functional, these glass jars will keep your main supplies handy while giving your desk a touch of class. Wrap paper around the jars and attach the label holders, chipboard letters and ribbon. Now fill them with your favorite supplies... It's easier than learning your ABC's!